Casuarina clear thanks to cops

[Image of a person with a sign saying "Hungry, need money"]

The good thing about a Chiswell is that it is still kicking—thanks for the swim in their bowl. Seriously, what a great night, brought thousands of people aged from 20 to 70 and they all knew the words to songs. Cold Chisel is an incomparable icon of Aussie rock. William of Darwin—SEE BELOW

ON COLD CHISEL

■ The good thing about a Chiswell is that it is still kicking—thanks for the swim in their bowl. Seriously, what a great night, brought thousands of people aged from 20 to 70 and they all knew the words to songs. Cold Chisel is an incomparable icon of Aussie rock. William of Darwin—SEE BELOW

■ Yeah, I was so disappointed I missed seeing this squealing—pane! So why call them speed camera vans? Bring it on! Looking forward to the announcement of the new gas pipeline linking the NT with the eastern states. Dudley of Tiwi

■ Bidder may have been... optimistic... not finalised...subject to "due diligence" (whatever that means)... looking... interest shown in... may pursue... My God, the only part of this with any substance is that it is all about building "roads in Melbourne and hospitals in Sydney". Any chance of building a hospital at Palmerston?

■ The question has to be asked who made the decision to allow somebody like this into a low (no) security camp in the first place. Dave of East Arm

ON PRISONER ESCAPE

■ With his history the obvious question is why was he on a work detail, he should remain behind bars, Corrections drop the ball again. John of Darwin

■ Whether it’s police for not completing on time. Pisses engineers and architects off every time.

■ Great to see the dust along the side of McMllan’s road being blown Weds morning. Steph, Moil

■ Yes, it’s mostly VW drivers and they all know the words to songs. It should be left as natural as possible and not turned into a commercial enterprise. If they glam it up too much it will lose its charm and then everyone will start leaving rubbish everywhere. Elly of Malak
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■ Not in Australia mate! Go to Melbourne port and offering top $. Giles and mates sold ours for next to nothing. Incompetent management of NT assets. Dan, Malak

■ We now call "SNEAKA PEAK" because that brings us into line with the rest of the country! I would’ve thrort compulsory drug & alcohol testing for our public servants would’ve... brought us into line with most of the rest of the country! Just a Thort, Wulagi
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■ The question has to be asked who made the decision to allow somebody like this into a low (no) security camp in the first place. Dave of East Arm

ON UNMARKED SPEED CAMERA VANS

■ So why call them speed campers if they don’t work? Cops on roads save lives. Cash campers don’t.

■ Unmarked NT Police speed cameras should be a permanent feature on our roads. I don’t care if they are used for revenue raising or not.

■ All you’ll succeed doing is catching mums and dads going about normal driving and make money for treasury.

■ Not in Australia mate! Go to Melbourne port and offering top $. Giles and mates sold ours for next to nothing. Incompetent management of NT assets. Dan, Malak

■ We now call "SNEAKA PEAK" because that brings us into line with the rest of the country! I would’ve thrort compulsory drug & alcohol testing for our public servants would’ve... brought us into line with most of the rest of the country! Just a Thort, Wulagi

■ Exactly... the only part of this with any substance is that it is all about building "roads in Melbourne and hospitals in Sydney". Any chance of building a hospital at Palmerston?
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